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Abstract
MELIBEA is a directory and validator of institutional open-access (OA) policies regarding scientific and academic work. It tries not to duplicate efforts and services provided by SHERPA/JULIET or Roarmap but
complement them and impairing a new way to dive into the wording of an open access policy. As a directory, it describes the existing policies. As a validator, it subjects them to qualitative and quantitative analysis
based on fulfilment of a set of indicators that reflect the bases of an institutional policy. Based on the values assigned to a set of indicators, weighted according to their importance, the validator indicates a score
and a percentage of fulfilment for each policy analyzed. The sum of weighted values of each indicator is converted to a percentage scale to give what we have called the “validated open-access percentage”.
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 Funders define more concisely OA policies than other institutions
Wording varies between polices although they try to mean the same, however this generates    
ambiguity in their rmeaning
 In some cases policies are difficult to locate in internet  or they are not online accessible, 
therefore they cannot be analyzed
When to deposit and embargo periods to make papers freely available are two variables mostly 
not mentioned
Version to deposit tends to be missed or undefined in the policy
Terms and conditions are important to make clear a policy!
The weight of an OA institutional policies varies depending on OA commitment, specifications and the
degree of exhaustiveness in their terms. From request to requirement without a waiver and more
statements related to the time to make outputs openly available, what kind of material to deposit and
control over policy compliance. The validator does not aim to be a ranking but an approach to ‘weight’
the open access policy to improve those issues that have been missed or could be formally better
specified (see table bellow)
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Example:  the weight of OA NIH policy
MELIBEA has three main objectives:
• 1. To establish indicators that reveal the strong and weak points of institutional OA polices
• 2. To propose a methodology to guide institutions when they are drawing up an institutional OA policy
• 3. To offer a tool for comparing the contents of policies between institutions
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